Infection Prevention Solution
Visitor Thermal Screening System

InfectionCMS
New Features
Version
1.1.0.5

1.1.0.3

1.1.0.2

Update Information
1. It solved a bug, that is, in the event investigation page, sometimes it can't show the photo registered
when a person is recognized. Because there exists a code error to let the picture downloaded cannot be
1. It solved a bug, which will happen when you register a stanger to blacklist and then remove it from
blacklist and then register it to blacklist again.
2. Modify some strings in the Settings module, change the ‘VIP management’and ‘reset password’to ‘
Personnel Info’ and ‘Change Password’.
3. In the ‘Personnel Info’ page, new add a refresh button to let the result can be updated easily.
4. In the ‘Event Investigation’ page, can export the data to .csv format. So that you don’t need pre-install
Microsoft excel， but there are not pictures in the csv files.
1. When the file user.config was broken, InfectionCMS will auto-restore, but sometimes need back to
default user info.
2. Can register visitor’s photo on the new-added page ‘VIP Management’.
3. On Event Investigation page, insert the photo captured and registered in the table.
4. Add a new alarm type, NG Photo, which indicates the photo captured is not fit for recognition.
5. Adjust the position of indicator ‘VFR Disconnect’on the thermal screening page.
6. On the thermal screening page, when the number of alarm events reach to 10000, it will auto delete the
oldest one.
7. If abnormal temperature is detected after double-confirm, it will be registered to Black list into FCS, but
it will back to normal when the black list is relieved.

1.1.0.1

1.0.3.9
1.0.3.8

1.0.3.7

1.0.3.6

1.0.2.2

1. When the file user.config was broken, InfectionCMS will auto-restore, but sometimes need back to
default user info.
2. Can register visitor’s photo on the new-added page ‘VIP Management’.
3. On Event Investigation page, insert the photo captured and registered in the table.
4. Add a new alarm type, NG Photo, which indicates the photo captured is not fit for recognition.
5. Adjust the position of indicator ‘VFR Disconnect’on the thermal screening page.
6. On the thermal screening page, when the number of alarm events reach to 10000, it will auto delete the
oldest one.
7. If abnormal temperature is detected after double-confirm, it will be registered to Black list into FCS, but
it will back to normal when the black list is relieved.
1. When VFR is offline, InfectionCMS will alarm it on the upper right corner area of Temperature Screening
1. New add an icon for no-mask event.
2. When no data, the dashboard is also shown.
1. Thermal Screening Page, the video area is displayed in single channel by default, and can remember the
user' s last choice.
2. Thermal Screening Page, play main stream in single channel, and play sub stream in multi-channel.
3. Thermal Screening Page, when a guest is identified, its name is displayed at the bottom of the picture.
4. Thermal Screening Page, remember user's last filter criteria.
5. Thermal Screening Page, the comments can be modified repeatedly, and the comment should be
recorded., and displayed in the event details.
1. Added live screen switch to full screen function.
2. Added screen switch function of the visual image and thermal image.
3. Added cross day search of the event investigation for one week and maximun 20,000 data.
4. Added auto refresh the data of the dashboard function with every 10 minutes.
5. Added the self-defined voice alarm to different event.
1.Added that when an abnormal event occurs, you can set the link to send HTTP commands to control
external services.
2. Added Admin & user to the authority management.
3. Added masj detection function.
4. Added the preview to 4 channels.

Bug Fix
Version

Update Information

1.0.3.9
1.0.3.8
1.0.3.6

1. When VFR is offline, InfectionCMS will alarm it on the upper right corner area of Temperature Screening
1. Solve the bug when use http commad to trigger
1. Fix vaule of facial recognation system

1.0.3.4
1.0.2.2
1.0.2.1

1. Fix connect time from 30secs to 20secs in CMS
2. Delete relationship between real-time video detection and event list
3. Delete alarm at left when setting prioty level "low"
1. Update camera SDK
1. Fix Event Monitor startup issue

